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In 2009, Richard PAYNE approached me with the request to contribute a reflection on 

the category "Japanese Buddhism" to a special issue he was planning for the  Pacific  

World. As I had just begun to solicit and edit essays for the Dao Companion of Japan-

ese Buddhist Philosophy and was thus actively involved in clarifying the notions of 

"Japanese Buddhism" and "Buddhist  Philosophy"  I  gladly accepted this  task.  I  am 

grateful to Richard Payne that he urged me to clarify this rather ambiguous concept  

that is so central to us scholars of Buddhism in Japan and "Japanese Buddhism." This  

project also returned me to the thought of INOUE Enryō 井上円了  (1858–1919), whose 

work I had been introduced to during graduate school. So when Dr. TAKEMURA Makio, 

whose own work on the concept of "Buddhist Philosophy" I greatly appreciate, invited 

me to participate at the inaugural general assembly of the International Association for 

Inoue Enryō Research, I felt honored and was grateful for the opportunity to discuss 

my understanding of Enryō's ideas with experts in the field of Enryō studies.  In this 

paper,  I  will  introduce  my  reflections  on  Enryō's use  of  the  concept  "Japanese 
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Buddhism," which have been published in Pacific World,1 and explore how an analysis 

of Enryō's notion of "Buddhist Philosophy" may contribute to a greater understanding 

of his attitude and response to modernism.

1. The Concept "Japanese Buddhism" in the Work of Inoue Enryo

The category "Japanese Buddhism" 日本仏教, commonly used in the field of Japanese 

religious studies, is seemingly innocuous but actually has interesting and far reaching 

implications.  Philosophically  speaking,  the  term "Japanese  Buddhism"  suggests  an 

essence that all forms of "Japanese Buddhism" share and that differentiates them from 

the various forms of Buddhism in other parts of Asia, on the one side, as well as from 

other religious traditions in Japan, on the other.2 In the Meiji 明治 (1868–1912), Taishō 

大正  (1912–1926), and early Shōwa  昭和  (1926–1988) periods, when Buddhists in 

Japan identified themselves and were identified by Buddhists in China and Korea as 

"Japanese Buddhists,"  this  phrase  was not  only used to suggest  the  uniqueness3 of 

Japanese Buddhism vis-à-vis other forms of Buddhism but also implied a hierarchy of 

values, albeit for differing purposes. Under the surface of this obvious ideological rhet-

oric and the concomitant  identity politics lie  two central  questions:  (1)  Is  there  an 

essence that unites all of Japanese Buddhism and distinguishes it from other forms of 

Buddhism? (2) Is there such a thing as authentic Buddhism? Since the advent of post-

modernism, scholars of Buddhism tend to agree that the answer to both questions is a 

resounding "no." Then, the central question is what meanings does the term "Japanese 

Buddhism" evoke. The goal of this essay will be to look at Enryō's use and understand-

ing of the term "Japanese Buddhism."

The etymology and context of the term "Japanese Buddhism" lies in the Meiji 

period, a time of intellectual vibrancy in which Japan struggled to find an identity in 

the global community and Japanese intellectuals strove to find the place of Japanese 

1 "'Japanese Buddhism': Essence, Construct or Skillful Means" (Pacific World (3rd Series) 12 
(2010): 1–26). The excerpts are reprinted with the generous permission of the Pacific World, 
which leaves the copyright of the articles they publish with their authors.

2 The same issue applies, of course, to "American Buddhism," even though the majority of 
American Buddhist centers and institutions identify with, for example, Japanese, Korean, or 
Tibetan lineages of Buddhism.

3 The discourse that emphasizes the uniqueness of Japanese culture is usually referred to as 
nihonjin ron 日本人論 and has been severely critiqued by scholarship in the past thirty years.  
For example, see YASUHARU Ishizawa 石澤靖治.『日本人論 日本論の系譜・ 』[The genealogy of 
the discourse about the Japanese and Japan] (Tokyo:  丸善 , 1997). The related myth of the 
homogeneity of Japan is critiqued by works such as OGUMA Eiji 小熊英二.『単一民族神話の起
源』[The origin of the myth of the homogeneous nation] (Tokyo: 新曜社, 1995).
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culture in world history. It was during this time that Buddhism in Japan was understood 

as "Japanese Buddhism." When Japanese thinkers encountered European and American 

philosophy, they generally responded in one out of three ways: They adopted the ori-

entalist sentiment that so-called "Western Philosophy" 西洋哲学  was superior to "East-

ern"  東洋 and in particular "Japanese Thought"  日本思想 ,4 attempted a reconciliation 

between both "traditions" which in the political area led to the slogan that became the 

hallmark of the Meiji period "Japanese Soul – Western Know-how" 和魂洋才, or rejec-

ted any intellectual outside influences. Enryō belonged to the third group.

The argumentative strategy that thinkers such as  Enryō employed was twofold. 

They either explicitly identified or simply implied an essence of what it means to be  

Japanese, the "Japanese Spirit" 日本精神 , and then proceeded to argue that Japanese 

Buddhism reflected this Japanese spirit perfectly. Second, they traced the entanglement 

of Buddhism in Japan and the Japanese state from Shōtoku Taishi 聖徳太子 (574–622)5 

to the Edo period. While many Japanese intellectuals during the Meiji period claimed 

or, at least, suggested the uniqueness of the Japanese,6 YABUKI Keiki 矢吹慶輝  (1879–

1939), identified "Japanese Buddhism" explicitly with the "Japanese Spirit" in his book 

Japanese Spirit and Japanese Buddhism『日本精神と日本佛教』in 1934.7  The very idea 

that Buddhism in Japan possesses an inherent affinity with the Japanese spirit  is as 

problematic  as  it  is  central  to  Enryō's  project.  In  order  for  Buddhism in  Japan to 

become Japanese Buddhism, there has to be some specific characteristic that identifies 

Buddhism as inherently Japanese. However, this claim is exceedingly difficult since 

Buddhism originated outside of Japan and is secondary, historically speaking, to the 

cultural and religious landscape of Japan. 

Enryō lays out his argument in his Golden Compass of the Truth『真理金針』(3:7–

323). To Enryō, Christianity constitutes a danger to the Japanese state while Buddhism 

is inherently nationalistic. This particular statement is of course a bit simplistic and 

highly problematic. So how does Enryō arrive at this startling claim? SUEKI Fumihiko 

末木文美士 suggests that "Enryō's criticism of Christianity and defense of Buddhism" 

4 In 1963, Gino PIOVESANA called AMANE Nishi 西周 and MAMICHI Tsuda 津田真道 "pioneers of 
Western knowledge." Gino K.  PIOVESANA.  Recent Japanese Philosophical Thought 1862–
1996, 3rd rev. ed. (Richmond: Japan Library, 1997): 5.

5 While Buddhism entered Japan prior to Shōtoku Taishi 聖徳太子 (572–622) in the first half of 
the sixth century,  Meiji  thinkers identified the  Seventeen-Article Constitution『十七条憲
法』of Shōtoku Taishi as the beginning of "Japanese Buddhism."

6 See footnote 3.
7 YABUKI Keiki 矢吹慶輝 .『日本精神と日本佛教』 [Japanese spirit and Japanese Buddhism] 

(Tokyo: 仏教連合会, 1934).
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rests on two pillars, his understanding of the categories of philosophy and religion and 

his belief that Buddhism serves "the protection of the dharma and the love of the coun-

try."8 Enryō commences his argument by distinguishing between religion and philo-

sophy: the former, he argues, is driven by "emotion" 情感, the later by "intellect" 知力. 

While Christianity functions as religion, albeit in its modern version as a "rationalized" 

religion,  Buddhism constitutes  neither  a  religion  nor  a  philosophy in  some  sense 

(3:250–1), while it is both in another sense (3:253), insofar as it constitutes a "religion 

that combines both emotion and intellect" (3:250). As problematic as this distinction of 

course is, Enryō is not really interested in an in-depth exploration of the categories of 

"religion" and "philosophy" nor does he examine whether they are ethnocentric and 

thus not applicable to traditions outside of Europe. His argument in the Golden Com-

pass of Truth is strictly political: Christianity, which he actually refers to as "the reli-

gion of Jesus" or "Jesusism" ヤス教 , constitutes a threat to Japan and has to be con-

sidered its enemy. Buddhism, on the other hand, even though it is originally a foreign 

tradition, has always supported the Japanese government as it "pacifies the country and 

protects its citizens" 鎮国護民 (3:195) and is inherently Japanese. Contrary to Christian-

ity, Buddhism "protects the welfare of the people and advances the benefit of the coun-

try.  On a microcosmic level it preserves the safety of the household; on the macrocos-

mic level, it aids the welfare and strength of the country."9 This is what Enryō means 

by "protecting the dharma and loving the country"  護法愛国 .10 Sueki summarizes 

Enryō's position aptly as follows: To Enryō, "[t]he claim that Buddhism is a Japanese 

religion is the ideological basis that Buddhism is swallowed up by the nationalist sys-

tem."11

Enryō's use of Buddhism to support traditionalism best illustrates the anti-modern-

istic sentiments quite a number of Buddhist thinkers in the pre-war period adopted that 

took on the slogan "overcoming modernity"  近代の超克 ,  which are referred to as 

"Essays on Overcoming Modernity" 近代の超克論 .12 The positions of the Buddhist 

responses  to  modernity  were  built  on  a  threefold  strategy.  First,  they  presented 

Buddhism as a rational religion and transcended and included the scientific paradigm. 

This argument was supposed to evidence the superiority of Buddhism over Christian-

8 SUEKI Fumihiko 末木文美士.『明治思想家論』[Discussions of Meiji thought] (Tokyo: トランス
ビュー, 2004): 54.

9 SUEKI 2004: 57.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid., 59.
12 KAWAKAMI Tetsutarō 河上徹太郎, TAKEUCHI Teruko 竹内好, et al.『近代の超克』[Overcoming 

modernity] (Tokyo: 冨山房, 1979).
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ity,  which was seen as anti-scientific.  At the same time,  these thinkers argued that  

Buddhism was trans-rational and, thus, superior to "Western" philosophy. As I have 

shown earlier,  Enryō provided  the  paradigm for  this  thought  when he  argued that 

Buddhism included and, at the same time, transcended intellect. 13 Second, Japanese 

Buddhism was interpreted to be an indispensable element and resource of Japanese 

culture.  Third,  these thinkers  suggested that  Japanese Buddhist  ideology was inter-

preted to be uniquely predisposed to overcome the various conceptual fault lines that 

separate the state from religion.14 Thinkers like Enryō and SUZUKI [Teitarō] Daisetz 鈴

木[貞太郎]大拙 (1870–1966) argue that Buddhist ideology is particularly suited to over-

come the binaries characteristic of the modernistic rhetoric. In the case of Enryō, it was 

the  juxtaposition  of  religion  and  philosophy,  emotion  and  rational  thought.  While 

Christianity was steeped in an emotive logic and thus exclusively qualified to be a reli-

gion, Buddhism, Enryō argued, included both emotional and rational thought, religion 

and  philosophy,  and  thus  transcended  the  distinction  between  them.  According  to 

Enryō, this is made possible only by the middle way of Mahāyāna Buddhism, which 

integrates the "emotional religion" of Pure Land Buddhism and the rationality of what 

he calls the "way of saintliness" 聖道 to form a system that is equally inclusive of ideal-

ism and materialism, emotion and rationality, and religion and philosophy. 15 This way, 

Enryō argues, Buddhism is not only compatible with the state; it also includes Chris-

tianity as one of its parts (3:296–7). But Enryō does not stop here. In "good Buddhist 

fashion," he proclaims the "oneness" 同一 of the absolute and the relative (3:304), the 

truth and the phenomena (3:306), the "totality and one drop of water" (3:308), nirvāṇa 

and saṃsāra (3:307), and "equality and discrimination" (3:306, 314–5). While the first 

four phrases sound like some esoteric metaphysical formulas, the last one, while pos-

sibly in line with Mahāyāna philosophy, is ethically as well as politically highly prob-

lematic and, as Christopher IVES has pointed out, has been used to justify war and dis-

crimination.16 The problem here is that, in the Japanese Buddhist context, the term "dis-

crimination" 差別 is used to denote the cognitive function of "discernment"17 as well as 

13 He also argued that Buddhism transcended and included Christianity (3:296–7).
14 After  the  end of  the  Second World War,  most  Japanese  Buddhist  thinkers  accepted  the 

separation between religion and state,  at  least  on a practical  and political  level.  Only a 
minority like UMEHARA Takeshi梅原猛 attempted to return to the pre-war rhetoric of the unity 
of the country and the dharma.

15 Here Enryō is paraphrasing the Pure Land rhetoric of "other-power" 自力 and "self-power" 他
力.

16 IVES, Chrisopher. Imperial-Way Zen: Ichikawa Hakugen's Critique and Lingering Questions  
for Buddhist Ethics (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2009): 86.

17 NAKAMURA Hajime中村元.『仏教語大辞典』[Great dictionary of Buddhist terms] (Tokyo: 東京
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political and social discrimination.18 The basis for this reasoning  Enryō finds in the 

non-dualism of the Heart Sūtra『心経』,19 in particular, and Mahāyāna Buddhist philo-

sophy, in general. 

However, there is a second reading possible. Like most Mahāyāna Buddhist non-

dualism, Enryō's formulas "neither one nor two"  不一不二  (3:304)20 and the two are 

"identically one, not separated" 同体不離 (3:315)21 can be understood to have subversive 

if not deconstructive potential. For example, as I have argued elsewhere, 22 NISHIDA Kit-

arō  西田幾多郎  (1870–1945)  uses phrases employing the character  soku 即  such as 

"affirmation-and-yet-negation" 肯定即否定,23 which only make sense if they are under-

stood to destabilize binary conceptual structures and the dualistic paradigm and not  

indicate a mystical oneness that erases all differences. Latter reading of non-dualism as 

mysticism is at odds with most of Nishida's and also Enryō's work. On the other hand, 

while the subversive moment may be at best implied in Enryō's work, this reading is 

not only possible but also consistent with general Mahāyāna rhetoric. In reality, the 

non-dualistic philosophy of Mahāyāna Buddhism may have served to provide an ideo-

logical basis for phrases such as "for the protection of the dharma and the love of the  

country"  and  helped  alleviate  the  cognitive  dissonance  a  Buddhist  who  vowed  to 

uphold the first precept of non-injury may have felt in the face of militarism and war.  

The irony of this rhetoric is, however, that the very rhetoric that was designed to dis-

courage essentialism and the reification of conceptual language ended up being instru-

mental in essentializing and reifying Japanese Buddhism, the Japanese spirit, and the 

national entity. And this is where the crux lies. When MUTAI Risaku 務台理作  (1890–

1974) reflected on the nationalistic tendencies of his teachers after the war and came to 

the conclusion that the explicit or implicit nationalism of some of the pre-war philo-

sophers of the Kyoto school lay in the absolutization of a relative and changing entity, 

書籍, 1912): 604.
18 NAKAO Shunpaku仲尾俊博.『仏教と差別』[Buddhism and discrimination] (Kyoto: 永田文昌堂, 

1985).
19 To strengthen  his  argument,  Enryō quotes  the  famous  "form is  emptiness,  emptiness  is 

form"「色即是空、空即是色」(3:305).
20 The phrase can be traced back to the Sūtra of Great Wisdom『大般若経』(T 7.220:865).
21 Here  Enryō claims  that  "equality  and  differentiation  are  identical"  and  constitute  an 

inseparable oneness.
22 Gereon  KOPF.  "Language  Games,  Selflessness,  and  the  Death  of  God;  A/Theology  in 

Contemporary Zen Philosophy and Deconstruction." Continental and Japanese Philosophy:  
Comparative Approaches to the Kyoto School. Eds.: Bret  DAVIS, Brian  SCHROEDER, Jason 
WIRTH (Bloomington: Indian University Press, 2010).

23 NISHIDA Kitarō 西田幾多郎.『西田幾多郎全集』[Collected works of Nishida Kitarō], 20 vols. 
(Tokyo: 岩波書店, 1988) (cited as NKZ) 7: 207, 377.
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the Japanese state.24 To use Nishida's language: Japan is not the expression of the total-

ity but one among many. The same reasoning can be applied to Japanese Buddhism: it 

is not the expression of the dharmakāya (法身) but one of many. If one reads Enryō's 

philosophy as de-essentialism, it gives rise to a pluralism rather than chauvinism and 

nationalism and functions as a critical philosophy25 or, as TANABE Hajime 田辺元 (1885–

1962) concedes after the war, "absolute criticism" 絶対批判.26

2. The Concept "Buddhist Philosophy" in the Work of Inoue Enryo

Enryō is one of the first Japanese thinkers who responded to European modernism. He 

used the academic categories "religion" and "philosophy" in order to critique the dual-

ism he saw as central to European philosophy. And regardless of whether he invented 

the phrase "Buddhist Philosophy" 仏教哲学, he appropriated it as his own term. In par-

ticular, he dedicated a lecture manuscript to the exploration of the category "Buddhist 

Philosophy." In this volume, he anticipated the method employed later by the philo-

sophers  of  the  Kyoto School  and synthesized Buddhism and academic philosophy.  

Most significantly, however, he examined Buddhism using the categories of European 

philosophy,  on the one hand,  and evaluated European philosophy from a Buddhist 

standpoint, on the other. The significance of his work is not only historical insofar as it 

is one of the first philosophers to put thinkers from various traditions into dialogue. 

Moreover, Enryō  himself has to be recognized as a creative thinker in his own right.

In this part, I would like to focus on  Enryō's concept of "Buddhist Philosophy" 

and explore  how this  category re-envisions  our  definition  of  philosophy and what 

understanding of modernity it implies. In particular, this section will focus on the fol-

lowing questions. For example, how does Enryō's conceive of "Buddhist Philosophy"? 

How does  he  define  philosophy?  How does  he  apply the  notion  of  modernity  to 

Buddhism? What are his challenges to modernism? The answers to these questions will 

elucidate the ambiguity between Enryō's use of the idea and method of modernity, on 

the one hand, and his critique thereof, which he formulates using this very idea and  

method. This ambiguity that can be found in Enryō's work lies in the fact that he liber-

ates the concept of philosophy from Eurocentrism even if that may not have been his 

24 MUTAI Risaku務台理作.『務台理作著作集』[Collection of works of Mutai Risaku] (Tokyo: こぶ
し書房, 2001) 4: 95–96.

25 NISHIDA refers to his philosophy as "pervasive criticism" 徹底的批評主義 (NKZ 5:185).
26 TANABE Hajime田辺元.『田辺元全集』[Collected works of Tanabe Hajime] (Tokyo: 筑摩書房, 

1963) 9: 46–63.
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original intention. It might have been his intent to reaffirm the intellectual tradition of 

Japan against what he perceived to be the hegemony of European thought. However, 

Enryō's critique of modernism creates the possibility of, if not an opening for, a global 

or intercultural philosophy. I believe that herein lies the significance of  Enryō 's work 

for people who are not scholars of Buddhism or philosophy of Japan.

The term "modernity" has many different meanings. It is possible to say that the 

notion  of  "modern  philosophy"  implies  three  basic  criteria.  First,  modernist  philo-

sophies claim that reality is thoroughly rational and can be understood by all rational 

human beings. Second, the worldview of modern philosophy is grounded in a founda-

tional dualism. In other words, modern philosophy identifies two  different realities 

that  have nothing in common. For example,  René  DESCARTES (1596–1650),  who is 

often cited as the representative of modern philosophy, divided reality into two basic 

substances,  matter  and  mind.  The  former  he  referred  to  as  "extension"  (Lat.  res  

extensa),  the  latter  as  "thought"  (Lat.  res  cogitans).  Reality  as  we  know  it,  so 

Descartes, is comprised of these two basic elements. Finally, the search for the origin 

of reality or, at least, of the phenomena that appear in this world, constitutes the third 

feature of modernism. As it is well known, the philosophers who advocate dualism 

need to explain how two completely separate realms or substances are able to commu-

nicate with or even influence each other.

Descartes himself postulated alternatively the existence of a god or of a so-called 

pineal gland in the human brain in order to connect the otherwise separate realms of  

matter and thought. Even though most theologians and some philosophers assume that 

it is possible to meaningfully talk about God, it is hard to find even one person today 

who seriously believes that body and mind are connected by means of a pineal gland. 

Because Descartes has to rely on the notion of a god, Nishida suggested that Descartes 

does not qualify as a true dualist but rather as a closet monist. In some sense it is pos-

sible  to  understand  Descartes' philosophy  as  a  less  consistent  version  of  Baruch 

SPINOZA's (1632–1677) monism.

Be that as it may, Enryō not only followed Descartes' lead and suggests that reality 

is composed out of body and mind, he also embraces dualism as his starting point and 

proposes that the world and the method of understanding give rise to two separate cat-

egories. However, as opposed to Descartes, he does not fall into the trap of an ontolo-

gical or even epistemological dualism. Why is this so? Enryō does not refer to God as 

the creator of matter and mind but as the third term and as the common place both  

mind and matter share. A few decades after Enryō, Nishida will call this common place 

basho 場所 and will give Enryō's third term a topological dimension. In this sense, the 
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category "matter" designates the physical reality, "observed reality" 所観, and objectiv-

ity, in short, the external world. On the other hand the category "mind" signifies the 

psychological or mental reality, "observing reality"  能観 , and subjectivity, that is, the 

internal world. Furthermore, in his volume Buddhist Philosophy『仏教哲学』 ,  Enryō 

distinguishes between the "world of immanence" 心物の世界 characterized by the separ-

ation between mind and matter, and the "world of transcendence" 神の世界 , which is 

symbolized by God. The latter realm is not only ineffable, but it also includes God who 

is defined as causally independent, infinite and absolute. It has to be thought of as the 

realm devoid of any differentiation. The former realm, on the contrary, is knowable, 

composed of phenomena, and characterized by finitude as well as causal dependence. 

It is the realm of difference in which distinctions are possible. In addition, he develops 

his own epistemology and methodology in juxtaposition to dualistic approaches. In 

particular, he distinguishes between a philosophy that explores the formless spirit as 

thought by using logic and a science whose investigation is driven by the use of empir-

ical methods and the observation of particular physical bodies and events. Science and 

philosophy, which understand the world by using doubt and speculation, constitute the 

academic disciplines. Enryō suggests that scholarship thus defined is completely differ-

ent from religion. Contrary to scholarship, religion stands on faith not doubt and under-

stands reality by grasping the truth that is revealed. Without explicitly admitting it him-

self,  Enryō applied a dialectical  method,  juxtaposing matter and mind on a surface 

layer and sublating (aufheben) this juxtaposition on the deeper layer of the "transcend-

ent world"  神の世界 . Similarly, he juxtaposes the two academic disciplines of philo-

sophy and science and sublates this juxtaposition on a deeper level where scholarship 

is opposed by religion. This new and deeper juxtaposition he explains with recourse on 

the conceptual structure introduced by Buddhist philosophy. More concretely,  Enryō 

suggests that  Buddhist  philosophy is capable of clarifying the relationship between 

academic philosophy and the religious project. He argues as follows: 

The fact that Buddhism qualifies as both religion and philosophy consti-
tutes a problem today. Some scholars believe that Buddhism is a religion 
but not a philosophy.  Some suggest that  Buddhism constitutes a philo-
sophy but not a religion. However, both of these positions are prejudiced 
towards one aspect of Buddhism. To respond to this misunderstanding, I 
would like to say first that Buddhism contains philosophical and religious 
aspects  and combines  Buddhism and philosophy.  I  have illustrated the 
relationship  between  these  three  terms  (philosophy,  religion,  and 
Buddhism) here in a graph. (7:107)
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In short, according to Enryō, Buddhism includes aspects of religion and philosophy. In 

addition,  Buddhism is  that  which  "combines  Buddhism and  philosophy."  In  some 

sense, this phrase implies that Buddhism as a tradition includes religious features such 

as rituals and philosophical features such as arguments. However, this comment seems 

to be rather common sense as religious rituals and philosophical arguments can also be 

found in Christianity, Islam, Hinduism and other so-called religious traditions. There-

fore, it is somewhat difficult which point Enryō is trying to make here. I believe that 

Enryō observation has an added deeper significance. This meaning can be uncovered if  

one analyzes the graph he presents.  The graph  Enryō introduces in  Buddhist Philo-

sophy was  designed  to  demonstrate  that  Buddhism  "combines  religion  and 

philosophy."  However,  the  graph he  actually uses  does  not  so much illustrate  that 

Buddhism "contains religious and philosophical  aspects" but,  rather,  that Buddhism 

constitutes  the  overlap  and  relationship 

between  religion  and  philosophy.  Interest-

ingly  enough,  Thomas  P.  KASULIS uses  the 

identical graph in his Intimacy and Integrity:  

Philosophy  and  Cultural  Difference.27 Only 

Kasulis employs  this  graph to elucidate  the 

difference  between  dualism  and  non-dual-

ism.28 If  we look at  Kasulis' reading of  the 

same graph  Enryō employs, it is possible to 

understand  and  illuminate  the  difference 

between  these  two  philosophical  systems. 

From the standpoint of dualism, the categor-

ies of religion and philosophy identify two completely different projects. However, a  

non-dualist approach reveals that religion and philosophy share common elements. In 

other  words,  religion  and  philosophy are  inextricably linked.  If  we  apply  Kasulis' 

observation about the nature of "intimacy" and "internal relationship" to the relation-

ship of religion and philosophy, it is possible to suggest that religion and philosophy 

necessitate each other. Not only that, Enryō suggests that the basic connection between 

religion and philosophy is provided by the Buddhist tradition. Concretely speaking, 

27 Thomas P. KASULIS. Intimacy and Integrity: Philosophy and Cultural Difference (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 2002): 37. Reprinted with the permission of the author.

28 In his  Intimacy and Integrity: Philosophy and Cultural Difference,  KASULIS suggests that 
dualism is based on a paradigm he refers to as "integrity" and non-dualism on a paradigm he 
refers to as "intimacy."
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according to Enryō, the central philosophical paradigm that facilitates an understanding 

of how religion and philosophy are connected can be found in Buddhist philosophy, 

especially the philosophy of the Huáyán 華厳, Tiāntái 天台, and Shingon 真言 schools of 

Buddhism.

In his essay "View of the Cosmos"「宇宙観」, Enryō explains the fundamental problem 

of the philosophy as follows: "Among cosmologies, ancient and contemporary, we can 

find materialism and idealism, monism and dualism, transcendentalism and nihilism." 

But, "[o]nly if we integrate all these views, will we gain an understanding of the cos-

mos for the first time" (2:236). Not unlike Nishida in his Inquiry into the Good『善の研

究』,29 Enryō identifies the search for the paradigm on which to ground the philosoph-

ical project as the most fundamental problem of philosophy.  Enryō believes that only 

Buddhist philosophy can contribute such a paradigm. Whenever they discuss the nature 

of reality, philosophers choose between the alternatives of idealism and materialism. 

However, each approach makes an important contribution to metaphysics. Yet, each 

position is limited by its very standpoint. As ideologies, metaphysical beliefs and all 

other philosophical convictions do not express the truth but rather the standpoint of the 

respective  philosophers.  Therefore,  Enryō  proposes  a  more  inclusive  paradigm  to 

provide a basic conceptual framework for philosophy. Enryō explains as follows: 

Ever since the antiquity, cosmologies attempted to proof the position of 
either idealism or materialism. It was assumed that either materialism or 
idealism provided the correct worldview. However, an outside observer 
understands that each position highlights one aspect of reality and both 
constitute different perspective on the same reality. If we apply this reas-
oning to the relationship of the relative and the absolute, we have to real-
ize that an examination of the relative leads to the absolute and an exam-
ination of the absolute to the relative. Thus, we need what I call the "the-
ory of mutual containment and inclusion." (2:237–8)30

It is well-known that  Enryō borrowed his main paradigm "one reality – two dimen-

sions" 一体両面 from the Buddhist canon. Enryō believed that Buddhist philosophy can 

contribute the non-dualism of the absolute and the relative (3:304), truth and the phe-

nomena (3:306), nirvāṇa and saṃsāra (3:307), and "equality and discrimination" 平等

29 NKZ 1: 3–200.
30 I borrow the term "theory of mutual containment and inclusion" from Gerard C.  GODART. 

INOUE Enryō.  "A  View  of  the  Cosmos,"  trans.  by  Gerard  C.  GODART,  in Japanese  
Philosophy: A Sourcebook, eds. James W.  HEISIG, Thomas P.  KASULIS, John C.  MARALDO 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2011): 625.
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と 差 別  (3:314–5)31 to  academic  philosophy.  Enryō argues  for  such  an  inclusive 

paradigm as  follows:  "The  notion  of  the  'one  reality –  two aspects'  facilitates  the 

'mutual inclusion of the opposites.' The principle of mutual inclusion allows us to con-

ceive of location where mutually opposing viewpoints meet" (2:238).  This indicates 

that truth exists at the place in which common philosophy postulates a contradiction" 

(2:238). Twenty-one years later, Nishida developed a philosophy based on the notion of 

the "self-identity of the absolute contradictory" 絶対矛盾的自己同一. Elsewhere,32 I have 

argued that Mutai develops the conceptions of humanism and global philosophy from 

the conceptual structure introduced by Nishida's philosophy. Thus, I believe it is pos-

sible  to  say  that  Enryō's  critique  of  the  modernistic  paradigm,  at  the  same  time, 

provides the blueprint for a global philosophy.

31 As discussed above, this concept has been misused to justify political discrimination in the 
Meiji, Taishō, and Shōwa periods. On a more basic level, Enryō suggest here a non-duality 
of identity and difference and thus lays the foundation for an inclusive conception of global  
citizenship. I have argued the necessity to find a paradigm that reconciles the notions of 
identity  and  difference  to  facilitate  an  inclusive  theory  of  cosmopolitanism  elsewhere. 
Gereon  KOPF. "Ambiguity,  Diversity,  and  an  Ethics  of  Understanding:  What  Nishida's 
Philosophy can contribute to the Pluralism Debate," Culture and Dialogue 1.1 (2011): 2–25.

32 Gereon  KOPF.  "Nationalism,  Globalism,  and Cosmopolitanism: An Application of Kyoto 
School Philosophy," in Confluences and Cross-Currents (Frontiers of Japanese Philosophy 
6) ed.  by Raquel  BOUSO and  James  HEISIG (Nagoya:  Nanzan Institute  for  Religion  and 
Culture, 2009): 170–189.
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